
Producer

Come work in a positive, inclusive environment with a talented team creating exceptional games.
Runaway is a self publishing studio - we create original IP games for Free to Play Mobile.

We have exciting new games to roll out over the coming years, and we need Producers to help
this happen! You might come from a Production or Publishing background, a skill specific
background (Programming, Art, Design), or from another industry (Film, Music, Marketing). We
are open to meeting people from various skill backgrounds - as long as you have experience in
leadership, a passion for organisation and a strong ability to lead well organised, coordinated
teams.

Runaway brand values are reflected in everything we do.
Our why: Games are Engines of Happiness - bringing light to people's days to make the world a
better place.
Our how: Players Come First. A Diverse, Inclusive and Supportive Culture. A Culture of
Excellence. Building a Trusted Brand For Life.
Our what: Games Inspired by the Natural World.

Role & Responsibilities

This is what we aim to have you doing in the role, with assistance and support. If you have areas
you need to develop, we will work with you on these areas to get you feeling confident and
comfortable.

● Manage the production elements of new and/or live games.
● Plan and oversee projects, ensuring each project has the resources required to meet

their goals.
● Coordinate teams, including scheduling, planning, meetings, milestones, sprints and

deadlines.
● Manage the project backlog and it’s priority alongside the Product Owner in an efficient

and organised manner.
● Log bug fixes / refinements.
● Decide together with the team on the contents of a sprint.
● Work with Product Owners on timing of feature delivery.
● Work with Product Owners and Executive to track KPI.



● Work with the management team to develop schedules and resource requirements to
ensure achievement of company plans and goals.

● Initiate and track production processes through direct management of team leads (art,
design, development, QA).

● Ensure timely delivery of team milestones in the production schedule while ensuring
quality of work is maintained.

● Focus on improving the quality of our games, the productivity of our teams and the
efficiency of our processes.

● Process management - recommendation and leading of strong production processes,
software and habits for the company.

Skills

The following skills are preferred for this role. You are not expected to have all the skills on this
list - we can support people to further develop skills as needed.

● Organised and efficient.
○ Strong management skills and experience working with project planning software

and MS Office suite.
○ Experienced in Agile methodology.
○ Experience managing teams of 5-10 people.

● Excellent communication skills (within the team and externally to the executive and wider
team).

● An excellent understanding of game production, the difficulties commonly encountered
and the ability to problem solve.

● Leadership skills - the ability to make decisions, be proactive, think critically and also ask
for help and support when needed.

● Great team player - works well with other team members from various backgrounds,
drawing on their knowledge and skills to help move the team forward.

● 2+ years of relevant experience (eg as a Producer or a publishing/production role, or as
a Team Lead in Programming, Design or Art).

Apply

We take pride in our positive, friendly culture and hire people who want to be part of making
something special with us. We’re an inclusive group and encourage applications from people
with diverse backgrounds. We provide a flexible, positive workplace environment - if you feel
excited about joining us, we’d love to hear from you. Please send your cover letter and resume
to: kylie@runawayplay.com


